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Discussion on employee share purchase plans or ESOP addressing the benefits and 
implications of ESOP’s in high growth companies:  
 
ESOPs are a way of incentivising performance to align values.  
 
Clearly though there are tax implications.  Draft regulations issued 31/10/13.  
Structure and agreements can take $5-10k to work through but well worth it to avoid 
complications down the track. 
 
 
The typical schemes are: 
 

• Issue of shares at a discount or market value. This is clean and simple, but is 
not valuable to everyone. Can work for a director or employee who has cash.  
But it is difficult to claw back shares.  Dilution issues also involved. 
 

• Issue of options.  These are clean, simple, and well understood.  Most people 
issue options for simplicity. However, employees are taxed on the gain.  Need 
to set price, timing and circumstances to trigger.  Shares not issued until 
options exercised.   Does create issues around uncertainty (options may or 
may not be exercised) and dilution (which again occurs on exercise). 
 

• Issue of partly paid shares.  The gain is notionally tax-free for employees. It 
allows the company to “book” the rewards upfront. However, doing this can 
lead to difficult conversations later on about the clawback of shares.  
Administration required for partly paid shares is a burden. Liquidation is a 
potential issue.  If the company collapses, liquidator could call up the unpaid 
balance, though this hasn’t been tested.  Dilution issues again. 
 

• Convertible notes.  The gain is tax-free for employees.  Documentation needs 
to match the rules carefully.   
 

• Loan.  These are simple by design. 
 
New Zealanders are particularly generous on entrepreneur compensation. 
 
Directors are typically in a different financial position. You do not want directors who 
are taking fees to fund their lifestyles. However, in the New Zealand environment it is 
very difficult to convince them to take no cash, and the pool of good directors is quite 
small. 
 
 
 



 
Questions raised: 
 
What percentage of shares go to ESOP? 

• 5-20%.  Often staged, eg: 5% at seed, 10% at revenue, 15% at profit.  
Reserve some for bringing on future employees. Late rounds going to the US, 
need 20% available. 

• Avoid creating too big a pool.  Problems if a non performer has too much 
influence.  Also looks bad to an acquirer if shares issued like lollies. 
 
 

Remuneration structure? 
• 3 layers: cash base, cash incentive, equity. Don’t see a lot of salary sacrifice 

to obtain shares. 
• Entrepreneur compensation: pay then what they need, nothing more.  

Anything more is a waste of investor money.  Prior compensation irrelevant. 
• Individual fortitude can be tested by remuneration discussions. 

 
Employee exiting? 

• Usually results in cash being paid out for the shares 
 
 
 
Key Tips for Angels: 

• Vast range of options and complications. Seek advice. 
• Not ‘set and forget’.  Needs active management. 

 
 
 


